
The Weather & a Garden in Chesterton
If people are not talking about football at the moment, then it’s the weather which is most likely to be the 

topic of conversation. For sun lovers it’s heaven, for farmers, gardeners and the water companies who supply 
water, it is a terrible worry. The comparison in conversation is always with 1976, and the question is whether 
this is going to be a repeat of the drought conditions of that year, with hosepipe bans and the garden being 
watered with washing-up and bath water. 

Like many of you, I remember 1976 well. To be honest, I remember it very selectively, as it affected me. 
I do remember the glorious sunshine so welcome at first. It meant that jobs such as haymaking and shearing 
could be done without the usual stopping and starting caused by rain. Geoff Parton remembers haymaking at 
Chesterton - cutting a field in the morning and baling it at 4pm the same afternoon. Sometimes the quality 
was impaired by the heat - the hay being burnt rather than dried. The early enthusiasm for the fine weather 
soon turned to dismay as the rains failed to materialise and pastures dried up in the searing heat. There would 
be no second crop of hay and grazing was non-existent. 

By the 5th July it was clear that the country was facing the worst drought in 250 years. Other droughts 
had occurred in the twentieth century, in 1911 and 1921, but none on the scale of 1976. What made that year 
particularly bad was that it had hardly rained since January, so rivers and reservoirs were already short of 
water before the summer even started. By August, England’s green and pleasant land had turned into a 
landscape of various shades of brown. Autumn sown cereals fared much better than those sown in the Spring 
and many of the potato crops were ruined. Some livestock farmers were feeding hay to their livestock in 
August and wondering how they were going to survive the winter. Soft fruit farmers who had looked at 
potentially good crops in early summer saw the fruit literally cooked by the intense heat. 

Working in the heat was a nightmare. Some companies changed their working hours to a more 
continental system, starting earlier in the morning, but farm workers often had no choice but to work in the 
heat of the day. Mary Taylor was overcome by the heat after a day pulling Lambs’ Quarter or Fat Hen out of 
a field of sugar beet off Shepherd’s Lane, Rudge. ‘I struggled to walk through the weeds and as I pulled them 
the leaves stuck to me. I was so hot, and I hadn’t taken any water with me. By the end of the day I thought I 
would never get home,’ How Geoff Stephens fared that year with his shearing I can’t imagine, but I have 
always been amazed at how he copes with heat normally. I have never heard him complain, as though to do 
so would simply be a waste of precious energy needed for the job in hand. 

Inevitably in 1976 there would be shortages of some food items. There was talk of a bread shortage and 
there was certainly a potato shortage. Imports would be required to fill the gap and I am sure it will be the 
same this year. My small garden is usually a jungle of vegetables with peas reaching four foot and more. This 
year they have struggled to reach two foot and with nothing like the normal crop. Spring onions are literally 
burning at the tips and root crops are particularly badly affected - no carrots or beetroot, and it remains to be 
seen whether I have any parsnips at all. 

The good news in 1976 was that, contrary to predictions, the drought did not last until December but 
broke in September. The rains came and the soil welcomed them; the pastures greened and the land cooled. 
And then, in one corner of Worfield, at Littlegain, a miracle appeared to have happened. One morning the 
fields were white. Snow seemed to have fallen on seventy acres. Of course, it wasn’t snow, but mushrooms. 
They covered every field and we set up a stall at the end of our drive to sell them. I remember the price - 30p 
per lb. As fast as we cut them they grew again and that year we made £30 from this God-given crop. 

A couple of weeks ago I was visiting my daughter in Great Warley, Essex, digging her garden in terrific 
heat. Opposite the house is the garden which was once created by a famous gardener, Miss Willmott, who 
spent her entire fortune on her thiry acre garden and died penniless. As far as we know, Miss Willmott never 
visited Worfield, but another famous gardener, Gertrude Jekyll, did. Whereas Miss Willmott was an 
extraodinary plantswoman, Gertrude Jekyll was more of a garden designer, creating the structure for over 
400 gardens in the UK and America. So it was a great surprise to me to find out from Mary Foster (nee 
Bradburn) that a garden in Chesterton had been designed by this great woman. The client, apparently, was a 
Mrs Thompson of Chesterton, and the date was 1919. Many of the gardens commissioned by Miss Jekyll’s 
clients at this time were in remembrance of those who died in World War 1 but whether this was the case in 
Chesterton we don’t know. There are many gaps in our story; who was Mrs Thompson, whose stay in the 
parish seems to have been short-lived, which garden did Miss Jekyll design, and was the garden ever 
created? 

To answer which garden we are talking about, only two houses in Chesterton had  a tennis court, as 
mentioned in the design - Marindin House and Chesterton Farm. Hilda Rowley worked for a Mr and Mrs 
James Thompson who rented Chesterton Farm so that indicates Chesterton Farm as the garden designed by 
Miss Jekyll. Miss Jekyll’s notes are a) for a border facing north by the side of the tennis court, b) a border 
facing west, c) a north garden: long border by building, d) & e) north garden already planted, f-m) north 
garden. Whether all were planted is another question. 

Miss Jekyll collaborated with Sir Edwin Lutyens and, as Paul Stamper writes, ‘while there is no evidence 
of his involvement at Chesterton, there remains a possibility that through Miss Jekyll, gates of a Lutyenesque 
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character were made for estate buildings in the hamlet.’ We know also that Richard Wilson, the owner of the 
estate, was very interested in design. The mock Tudor buildings of Kingslow and Ackleton were created by 
him, so one could imagine that he would be happy to implement the new gate design in Chesterton.  

In 1928 the Kingslow estate, which included Chesterton, had to be sold to recover Major Richard Sidney 
Wilson’s debts and what became of Mrs Thompson we don’t know. If anyone can fill in any of the gaps that 
would be wonderful. 
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